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The purpose of this paper is to propose a modest change in the defini tion of the demand deposit component of the U.S. money stock. The proposed change would not in principle affect the size of the money stock. However, it would improve the accuracy of money stock estimates and should also contribute to the ability of the Federal Reserve authorities to control the money stock.
There are some rather complicated aspects of money stock measurement which involve Edge Act corporations, branches and agencies of foreign banks in New York, and New York State investment companies. The proposal contained in this paper is not primarily directed at these aspects of money stock measurement. Therefore, in order to keep the argument for the proposal as simple and straightforward as possible, the complexities connected with these international investment institutions are ignored throughout the first three sections of the paper. Section I presents both the current and proposed approaches to measuring the demand deposit component of the money stock. Section II explains why the proposed approach would result in more accurate estimates of the money stock, and Section III explains why the proposed approach would contribute to more precision in money stock control. The complexities of money stock measurement resulting from international financial transactions are discussed in Section IV along with both the current and proposed definitions of the demand deposit component.
I, Current and Proposed Measurement Approaches
A. The Current Approach
The current approach to measuring the demand deposit component of the U.S. money stock is based upon the report of a Federal Reserve M Hoc Conmittee on >toney Supply Statistics which was Issued in October 1959."T his coimnittee recommended that the demand deposit component of the money stock consist of the nonbank public's holdings of demand deposits which are liabilities of U.S. commercial banks (i.e., all banks located in the United States including U.S. branches of foreign banks but excluding foreign branches of U.S. banks). Included in the "nonbank public" were individuals, business firms, nonbank financial institutions, mutual savings banks, state and local governments, foreign official institutions, and commercial banks in foreign countries (including foreign branches of U.S. banks). Thus, the only demand deposits which the committee recommended to be excluded from the definition of the money stock were those held by the U.S. Federal government and by domestic commercial banks.
What was desired was a measure of the nonbank public's holdings of demand deposits which the holders believe they have available for use. In the aggregate, this is not equal to the amount which bank records indicate they hold. The difference between total demand deposits as indicated by bank records and by holder records is the result of bank float, which develops when banks give depositors credit for checks deposited before the banks on which the checks were written debit the accounts of those who wrote the checks. With due recognition of the problems Involved (some of which are discussed later on in this paper), the method advocated by the committee The proposed approach to measuring DD is given by the following equation:
where DT = demand deposit liabilities of U.S. banks which are due to U.S. banks; DF = demand deposit balances of U.S. banks which are due from U.S. banks;
and all of the other S3mibols are as defined above. This equation is offered as a direct substitute for equation (1) for use in calculating the demand deposit component of the money stock. As is obvious from a comparison of equations (1) and (2), the only difference between the current approach and the proposed approach to measuring DD is that the former excludes interbank deposits as indicated by bank liability records while the latter excludes them as indicated by holder asset records (which in this case are bank asset records).
II. Why the Proposed Definition Would Improve the Accuracy of Money Stock Estimates
The major advantage of the proposed approach to measuring DD is that it would result in more accurate estimates of the money stock than is the case with the current definition. There are three reasons for this. First, the proposed approach would eliminate certain underestimation errors which are associated with check collection Involving correspondent banks. Second, i t would eliminate certain overestimation errors which are due to bank accounting practices with respect to the recording of CIPC and DF. Third, it would reduce the dependence of the Federal Reserve upon the nonmember bank data for the measurement of DD. Each of these is discussed individ ually.
A, Elimination of Underestimation Errors
The sum of commercial bank demand deposit liabilities due to the nonbank public (FDD) is an appealing measure of that portion of the money stock which is a direct liability of the commercial banks. However, as discussed in Section I, it involves some double counting. The double counting arises in the fact that deposits are credited and debited at different times when demand deposits are transfered between members of the nonbank public who do their banking with different commercial banks.
Specifically, the account of the recipient is credit with a deposit by his bank before the account of the issuer is debited by his bank.
Therefore, during this time span, total commercial bank FDD includes both the new deposit of the recipient as well as the soon-to-be-debited portion of the issuer's account.
The practice of subtracting commercial bank CIPC (and also Federal
Reserve float) from FDD is for the purpose of eliminating this double counting. Unfortunately, with the existing approach to measuring DD, the practice results in an underestimation of the money stock. This is illustrated with the following example.
Assume that a Mr. A writes a check for some amount to a Mr. B,
Assume also that A and B are located in different cities, that the two do their banking with banks in their home cities, and that the banks are correspondents, (It is not really necessary for these two banks to be correspondents, but to assume so greatly simplifies the example.
What is necessary is that a correspondent bank be involved in the check collection process, for the whole purpose of this example is to show that check collection via correspondent banks results in an underestima tion of the money stock when DD is measured according to the current approach.) Day 1 Having recieved A's check, B deposits it in his demand account with his bank on day 1, Thus, by the end of day 1 the balance sheet On day 2 the DD time series records a decrease in the money stock because of the debit to A's account with his bank. This is an under estimation of the money stock as we would like to measure it. The problem is that the positive ACIPC item on the balance sheet of B's bank lingers on longer than is needed to eliminate the double counting. Due to this event, the DD time series records an increase in the money stock on day 3 which is exactly equal to the amount of its under estimation on day 2. Hence, by the end of day 3 we are again measuring the money stock as we would like to measure it.
From day 1 to day 3, the DD time series recorded no permanent change in the money stock as the result of the transfer of funds from A to B.
This is as it should be, for there has in fact been no actual change in the money stock as a result of the events described above, only a transfer of a portion of it from Mr, A to Mr. B, Unfortunately, however, the DD time series did record a temporary and false decrease in the money stock during day 2, It would be desirable to avoid such money stock underestimation errors if possible.
The proposed approach to measuring DD would eliminate underestimation errors of the type just illustrated. To show this, the example is worked through again except that this time it is assumed that the proposed approach, rather than the current approach, is in effect.
Day 1
The story for day 1 is the same as in the previous example. Again, Because the nonmember bank data must be interpolated for dates between call reports, it would appear to be desirable for accurate estimation of the money stock to reduce as far as possible that portion which is based upon the nonmember bank data reports. Table 1 At the end of day 1 both DDI and DD2 record no change in the demand deposit component of the money stock. This is as it should be, for there has' in fact been no change in DD, only an increase in Officers
Checks outstanding and a decrease in demand deposits due to foreigners. This negative ACIPC causes both DDI and DD2 to rise' by the same amount that they declined in step 5.
7. Upon receiving the reserves, the clearing bank initiates a transfer of funds to the Chicago bank, so the former looses the reserves it just received and also a "due to bank" liability;
Edge Act's Clearing Bank
Assets Liabilities
AReserves -ADT' -
The negative ADT' is the clearing bank's liability to the Edge Act which came into existence in step 2, This event has no effect upon DDI, but causes DD2 to decline. The negative "AOfficers Chesks Outstanding" is due to the collection of this check, and the negative ADFE results from the Chicago bank fulfilling (in step 13) its obligation to the Edge Act which came into existence in steps 10 and 11, Just as the positive "AOfficers Checks
Outstanding" entry on the books of the Edge Act in step 11 caused CIPCE to rise, so the negative "AOfficers Checks Outstanding" in this step causes CIPCE to decline. This decline in CIPCE in turn causes DDI to decrease by the amount which is rose in step 16, On the other hand.
•1" 26 DD2 is not affected by Che changes on the balance sheet of the Edge Act in this step--Edge Act Officers Checks are a type of DTE, and DFE and DTE enter in the ctxaputation of DD2 with oppisite signs.
Thus, the sum of the transactions which occurred on the third day has no effect upon the magnitude of DD as measured by either the current or proposed definition. Since no change in the nonbank public's holdings of demand deposits occurred during day 3, this is as it should be.
Over the course of each of the three days in this example, demand deposit holdings of the nonbank public remained unchanged. As was the purpose of the example, we have shown that the sum of the events of each day have no effect upon the value of DD as measured according to either the current or the proposed definition. 
